INTRODUCTION
============

Current undergraduate science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education reform efforts include a significant focus on teaching students to engage in scientific thinking and not merely learn the facts that result from science. Reform documents at the undergraduate level, such as *Vision and Change in Undergraduate Biology Education* (American Association for the Advancement of [@B1]), call for students to be able to "apply the process of science" and "use modeling and simulation." Likewise, the medical community is promoting similar ideas with the recent release of a reformatted MCAT exam that will test students on "reasoning about scientific principles, theories and models," "interpreting patterns in data presented in tables, figures, and graphs," and "reasoning about data and drawing conclusions from them" ([@B35], online materials). A similar trend is also occurring in precollege science classrooms. Backed by a number of empirical accounts of classroom designs that engage students in more authentic science (summarized in [@B18]), the K--12 community has now rallied around the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), which lay out a plan for integration of specific scientific practices with key ideas in science. Though most agree that such shifts in the teaching and learning of science are necessary, many questions remain about the most practical and effective ways to implement such change and about how the resultant process of learning may be affected by redesign of classrooms, particularly at the undergraduate level.

As a response to calls for change, an increasing number of biology instructors have designed courses and teaching approaches that aim to bring undergraduate students in closer contact with authentic science, often through examination of primary literature. For example, the CREATE method, which includes a step-by-step cycle in which students examine portions of a set of related papers, has been shown to positively impact students' critical-thinking skills and their confidence in their own data-interpretation skills ([@B23], [@B24]; [@B51]). Other instructional interventions have suggested approaches such as focusing on data figures ([@B47]), teaching students to identify rhetorical moves within articles ([@B28]), and pairing of a literature-based seminar with laboratory research ([@B26]). In addition to examination of primary literature, a small number of undergraduate instructional interventions have directly targeted inclusion of "disciplinary practices," such as argumentation and use of models ([@B6]; [@B53]; [@B58]).

In almost all cases, the courses described enrolled a relatively small number of students and were focused primarily on teaching students scientific skills. Another approach is to integrate learning of data-interpretation skills within content courses throughout the biology major. At most institutions, this would necessitate the addition of *disciplinary practices* to existing large-enrollment courses, which poses potential practical challenges. However, the potential benefits of integrating scientific skills and content in a larger number of courses include fostering deeper understanding of biology concepts and exposing a greater number of students to the nature of how scientific knowledge is created. This paper describes research within a large-enrollment cell and developmental biology course that uses a novel instructional approach to integrate core biological ideas with interpretation of authentic biological data through the use of biological models. Thus, the course is designed to help students develop skills for two scientific practices: use of models and data analysis.

Background
----------

### Interpreting Data with Models.

Models are an important way scientists mentally process and make sense of their work ([@B16]; [@B40]). For biologists, the term "model" can refer to physical models (e.g., a mouse model of cancer), computational models (e.g., a mathematical model of a gene regulatory network), or mental models (e.g., the working set of causal interactions for any system that is the focus of a scientist's research). Mental models are often made explicit in external representations such as pictures, diagrams, videos, and equations. These external representations of mental models are the focus of our current work, specifically how students use instructor-provided biological models from textbooks and primary literature to interpret data. Passmore and colleagues have proposed the "practice framework," which describes how scientists explain natural phenomena through data collection and/or experimentation to identify data patterns used to construct models ([@B44]). Scientific understanding of natural phenomena is hence embedded within and inseparable from models. In addition to providing insight into the scientific process, the practice framework has been applied to methods of learning in science classrooms ([@B9]; [@B39]; [@B46]). Several studies have suggested that employing modeling practices in science classrooms engages students in the scientific thinking regularly practiced by scientists and offers students the opportunity to understand the nature of knowledge ([@B52]; [@B32]; [@B61]).

Models are useful for scientists and students, because they represent real-world phenomena in easily manipulative, comprehensible ways. They allow for mental simulations of the causes and effects in a system, much like running a "movie in the head" with the privilege of "pausing" or "rewinding" ([@B40]). Model practices include constructing, evaluating, revising, and using models to ultimately make sense of natural phenomena and to make predictions about those phenomena. To use modeling practices, one must form or recognize ways in which the model relates to the natural phenomena. This link between model and phenomena often contains multiple levels of abstraction in the form of successive representations. For example, Bruno Latour described how a botanist constructed an explanation of the vegetation dynamics in the Amazon rain forest ([@B29]). When collecting soil samples, the botanist recorded each sample's location and matched its color using a standardized color scale. In this process, the "lump of earth" became represented as *x*, *y* coordinates and a discrete color code. This information then became represented as a specific data point in a diagram with other data points, where patterns could more easily emerge. The diagram then became represented as a figure in a scientific paper. For the botanist to construct an explanation of the Amazon's soil, the *actual* soil had to transcend a series of representations, each displaced further away from the original/natural source.

Scientific explanations are not constructed directly from the real-world event but instead are instantiated through meaningful symbols, codes, and other representational forms. Importantly, for any representation to have meaning, one must *interpret* its meaning ([@B20]); some meanings, though, in the perspective of a community, are conventional and shared. The data interpretations scientists make feed directly into their model of the natural phenomenon. The integrity of the model is upheld because the model must be consistent with the data collected *about* the phenomenon. However, an important feature of models is that they do not perfectly match real-world phenomena. In many ways, this absence of realism can serve as an advantage for fostering reasoning within a simplified system and for highlighting potential gaps that are a driving force in scientific inquiry ([@B60]; [@B54]).

Models are useful in science as a generative tool, meaning they provide a space from which one may generate ideas ([@B41]; [@B40]; [@B50]). For instance, hypotheses and predictions can be generated from the mechanistic gaps that models can specifically reveal; additionally, hypothetical scenarios can be explored through models. Generative reasoning, which is particularly important for solving problems in complex disciplines, can be defined as exploring *plausible* and *appropriate* explanations to describe a phenomenon ([@B17]). That is, the generative explanations, albeit novel, must be somewhat rooted in the realm of what is scientifically normative and not violate the assumptions therein. Importantly, generative reasoning is not about accuracy, in the sense of a learner being able to recall the exact mechanism for a phenomenon ([@B17]). Instead, generative reasoning allows a learner to be creative and willing to enter the border of what is known and unknown to generate novel explanations for a phenomenon. This type of reasoning, entering a zone of "what if," is regularly used by scientists as they produce new knowledge to ultimately propel scientific discoveries. Thus, generative reasoning should be an aim in science instruction ([@B17]) and has been demonstrated in a number of studies that engaged precollege students in work with models ([@B61]; [@B50]).

### Argumentation in Classrooms Using Models.

Another important scientific practice that has been described in classrooms is argumentation, which is defined as the social process of developing an argument. There are many components to an argument that vary in levels of sophistication, but minimally an argument must contain a claim, evidence, and some reasoning that connects the evidence to the claim ([@B15]; [@B36]). There are two types of arguments: *didactic* and *dialogic*. A didactic argument is made to convince an audience that an idea is reasonable, such as a professor lecturing to students on scientific claims or a prosecutor convincing the jury of a case ([@B4]). In contrast, a dialogical argument involves discussion from *multiple* perspectives on the idea until an agreement is reached ([@B15]). Practicing the latter form of argumentation in a classroom empowers students to think critically about scientific claims instead of viewing them as "irrevocable truths" and encourages students to articulate their own understanding to others in a coherent and convincing way ([@B15]). In classrooms, argumentation dialogue is typically promoted by the instructor, often by framing classroom tasks using an oppositional structure (e.g., debating socioscientific issues or posing two sides in discussion groups). Argumentation in the classroom has been shown to increase student understanding of scientific concepts ([@B63]; [@B56]).

A few studies have suggested that argumentation may naturally emerge in the classroom when experimentation is coupled with model practice ([@B46]; [@B37]). [@B46] provided examples of students engaged in argumentation in a classroom that used the practice framework. For example, students constructed arguments to justify why a model they had developed was consistent with experimental data. [@B37] described how secondary students were asked to make a concrete three-dimensional model of the intermolecular interactions between iodine and between graphite after performing an experiment comparing the behaviors of the two molecules before and after being heated. The students made sense of their empirical observations by making claims they incorporated into their three-dimensional models. The concrete model was an important resource in the argument process for both visualizing and constructing explanations. Thus, this classroom context of coupling models with experimentation/data interpretation evoked argumentation and led students to build meaningful, evidence-based explanations about scientific phenomena.

In the scientific world, the reliability, validity, and integrity of proposed models are upheld by the argumentative process. Driver and colleagues called argument "the mechanism of quality control in the scientific community" ([@B15], p. 301). Therefore, when scientists construct and evaluate their models, they must make arguments for whether the most current data fit their model or judge between competing models to pick which explains their data best. Importantly, scientists are not constructing these arguments solely to persuade the scientific community of their findings but to construct arguments for themselves to help make sense of the phenomenon being studied ([@B3]). [@B3] have proposed three goals for using argumentation in science classrooms: to *make sense* of an idea, to *articulate* an idea, and to *persuade* others of an idea. These three goals of argumentation build on, support, and influence one another to ultimately support the practice of argumentation in classrooms.

Instructional Context
---------------------

We designed Cell and Developmental Biology (CDB) to bring authentic research to a required content course within our molecular and cellular biology (MCB) major. The aim of the curricular design for this course was to encourage an appreciation for research, but more importantly to begin the development of skills needed for students to critically analyze and draw conclusions from experimental data. Though many of our students have the opportunity to conduct research in authentic laboratories, we wanted the research approach to additionally influence the ways in which the students understood science content presented in their required courses. Given the large enrollment of our course, typically ∼170 students at the junior or senior level, we aimed to create a new approach that would make integration of content and practice possible without one-on-one or small-group mentoring by a professor. Thus, the course was built primarily with "active learning" in mind---including extensive small-group work, trained graduate and undergraduate preceptors to increase individual mentoring during class, and formative assessment feedback through use of clicker questions, quizzes, and in-class work.

Using the practice framework ([@B44]) as a guide for instructional design, we explicitly focused the course design around biological models that we provided to students in class. These models will be referred to as "target models," as the instructional purpose was to guide students in using and evaluating established biological models rather than developing their own models. Target models were the topic of whole-group instruction, followed by small-group activities in which the students had the opportunity to interact with those models. Student groups worked together during class on problem sets that included a brief description of one of the target models from lecture, followed by data figures from published scientific articles that supported (or sometimes contradicted) the target model. For each data figure, groups were asked to *describe* the data, *interpret* the data, and *relate* the data to the given target model. Thus, in keeping with the practice framework, we aimed to situate students' developing understanding of biological phenomena at the interface between models and data, providing students with tasks in which they could see how data patterns were used to develop models and models could be used to explain data patterns.

Problem sets were designed to simplify the data-interpretation process by taking data figures from primary research articles, removing some of the potentially distracting and confusing details, and embedding the task within the context of a biological model. Thus, we refer to our approach for simplifying and scaffolding students' examination of authentic data as "TRIM" ([t]{.ul}eaching [r]{.ul}eal data [i]{.ul}nterpretation with [m]{.ul}odels). Our decision to TRIM papers was based on our experience that students within our population had difficulty navigating primary literature. Our observations are supported by previous research, which suggests a myriad of difficulties that can be encountered by students when asked to read novel representations, including an overload of working memory when asked to simultaneously view pictorial representations and lengthy text ([@B34]; [@B7]). By using this TRIM method, we anticipated that students would more readily draw conclusions from the data, and their attention would be focused on the biological relevance of that data through the target model. At the same time, problem sets preserved several aspects of the complexity of interpreting authentic data. The provided data were always taken directly from primary literature (rather than imagined by the instructor). The target models presented within the problem set were sometimes incomplete in comparison with current models (with current models from textbooks presented later), because we felt it was important for students to begin to understand the complexity of science.

Finally, though several papers have reported instructional designs targeted at helping undergraduate students understand published biological data ([@B26]; [@B23]; [@B47]; [@B28]), very few have closely examined how students learn to interpret data. [@B5] examined how undergraduate biology students and expert ecologists interpreted a particular data figure. They found that the biologists brought a wealth of knowledge and reasoning resources that the students lacked, which significantly impaired the students' ability to make sense of the data figure, even though the students had seen a similar figure in class. These authors went on to suggest that "more time is needed \[in the biology curriculum\] to allow students to develop their own interpretations in a social learning space which permits multiple interpretations of inscriptions." In keeping with this recommendation, our design for TRIM problem sets required students to create their own interpretations of data rather than simply understand the interpretations proposed by the authors of the paper. Our hypothesis was that, in a collaborative, supported learning environment, it would be possible for students to develop interpretation skills. The focus of our research was to investigate the extent to which students were able to make quality data interpretations in this setting and to understand the mechanisms by which they did so through small-group collaboration.

Research Questions
------------------

Our research approach did not aim to quantitatively compare students in TRIM classrooms with students in traditional classrooms. Instead, we performed systematic, qualitative analysis on recorded in-class discussions from consenting individuals in CDB and analysis of these students' written work. This approach gave us the flexibility to delve more deeply into how students were using scientific practices such as model use and data interpretation throughout our course and to describe the reasoning patterns that could underlie their learning process. Three questions guided our analysis of students' ability to critically examine authentic data in the CDB course: To what extent do students build quality interpretations of authentic biological data in this instructional setting?How do students use the target models to complete the data-interpretation tasks?What are the most common strategies students use to interpret data in this setting? What are common challenges?

Overall, our goal is to present information about a new instructional approach aimed at integrating model use and data interpretation with biological content in a large-enrollment course. Prior approaches on fostering student work with biological data have been reported in small-course settings and have not focused on explicit model use to support student learning. Second, our research approach, which focused on investigating student understanding through recorded conversations between students during class and artifacts of their in-class work, has the potential to illuminate undergraduate reasoning in this domain. Dialogue between students is a key aspect of science classrooms ([@B33]). Analysis of classroom dialogue can provide unique insights on learning and has been extensively used in research on K--12 education ([@B55]). However, this approach has remained mostly unexplored in undergraduate science education, with some notable exceptions in biology ([@B25]) and the physical sciences ([@B6]; [@B24]; [@B59]; [@B57]).

METHODS
=======

Instructional Design
--------------------

CDB is co-taught by two instructors, typically enrolls 150--170 students, and employs three graduate teaching assistants (TAs) and three to six undergraduate preceptors. Students are juniors and seniors, most majoring in MCB, with many pursuing careers in medicine. CDB is a four-unit class that meets for two 75- and one 50-min sessions per week. Students are required to form self-selected groups of three to five. Groups are stabilized during the second week of class, with each group creating an individual team name. Groups are stable throughout the semester, unless a student does not work well with his/her group and seeks instructor permission to change. Feedback and points for in-class work are awarded at the group level (for all members in attendance), and instructors randomly call on groups to provide answers to questions during class. Lectures are interactive, with frequent clicker questions and opportunities for small-group discussion. One or two times per week, students work in small groups for 30--50 min on problem sets that are submitted to the instructor. During this time, instructors, TAs, and preceptors assist students.

Problem sets are given as a worksheet handout per group and consist of a short description of a biological model that is the target of instruction, and two to four data figures that students are asked to describe, interpret, and relate to the model. Examples of the problem sets that were the focus of analysis in this study are provided in Supplemental Material 1. Iterative refinement of problem sets took place over 3 years, taking into account feedback from students and preceptors about details such as clarification of figure legends and labels, removal of redundant or confusing figure panels, or sequencing of figures to ensure flow of argument. Also, length and number of problem sets were adjusted to ensure achievement of learning goals within the developing curriculum.

Several features of models and authentic data interpretation guided our design of problem sets. First, arguments and/or topics from primary literature papers were selected to enrich students' understanding of the basic cell biology concepts that are covered in the course. Second, experimental data were selected from these papers for students to analyze only when directly related to a specific aspect of cartoon models that were chosen to illustrate a given concept. Sometimes models and data came from the same published paper, but sometimes they did not. Third, when choosing data figures to include, we considered whether the experimental technique used would be familiar to the students (a small set of techniques were covered during class and in assigned readings). Experimental techniques that were conceptually simple to follow in basic terms through brief coverage in lecture or short explanation within the problem set were also included. Data figures often came from a single article but sometimes from a pair of related articles. Fourth, students needed to be able to interpret a data figure with relatively little guiding text and make basic conclusions about how that figure would relate to the overall argument or was consistent with some aspect of the model being tested. In a few cases, the data added new information or disconfirmed some aspect of the model, but these higher-order modeling practices were scaffolded by targeted questions in the problem set and instructor discussion. Finally, we made an effort to include some problem sets that exposed students to both the historical work behind important canonical models and cutting-edge research behind current problems. The former was often useful, because the logic and techniques behind experiments was easy to follow and problem sets could be folded into complete stories of how models evolve over time. The latter was a useful way to talk about the uncertainty of science and how scientists are always pushing the boundary of what is known.

An important aspect of the course that evolved over time was the development and implementation of explicit learning objectives aligned with formative and summative assessments. Similar to the NGSS, we took the approach that learning objectives would integrate practice and content when applicable, for example, "Relate experimental data to the signal hypothesis model." Objectives were shared with students, used to guide exam writing, and emphasized to students as a study tool. Examples of learning objectives and assessments from the course are provided in Supplemental Material 2.

Study Design
------------

### Participants.

The CDB course from which we recruited students to participate in this study in the Fall of 2012 and 2013 is taught at the University of Arizona. The University of Arizona is a large, southwestern, public university with a typical enrollment size of 41,000 students. Minority enrollment (excluding international students) at the University of Arizona was 34.9% in 2012 and 36.3% in 2013. Almost all students in the course were MCB majors or double majors pursuing careers in science and/or medicine; about half were juniors and half seniors. Students in the CDB course were recruited for participation, which could involve allowing us to have access to their exams, make copies of their group written work, and audio-record their group during problem set activities. Participants received a small financial incentive for participation. All research activities were approved by our university internal review board.

Ideally, we would have collected data on all students in the course; however, we were limited to the subset of students who consented to participation through audio recording and/or allowing us to analyze their written work for our research. Because our research aim was to analyze student understanding, we wanted to know whether this subset of student participants was representative of the course population as a whole. To determine this, we performed Student's *t* tests on exam scores and final course grades. No statistical difference between the participating subset and the class as a whole is ideal, because it would indicate a representative sample. In year 1, from a class of 154 students, 58 participated; all were audio-recorded (14 groups); no written work was collected that year. In year 2, from a class of 138 students, 88 participated; all provided access to written work (21 groups), and 45 also agreed to be audio-recorded (11 groups). [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows a comparison between the mean exam scores of students who did and did not consent to study participation in each year; [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows similar data for final course grades.

###### 

Comparison of all students to consenting students on mean exam scores^a^

  Year   All students   Students consenting for written work   *p*     Students consenting for audio recording   *p*
  ------ -------------- -------------------------------------- ------- ----------------------------------------- -------
  1      76 (1.3)       NA                                     NA      78 (1.6)                                  0.227
  2      76 (0.9)       78 (0.9)                               0.130   80 (1.1)                                  0.030

^a^Numbers in parentheses represent SE. Student's *t* tests were used to generate *p* values.

###### 

Comparison of all students to consenting students on final course grades^a^

  Year   All students   Students consenting for written work   *p*     Students consenting for audio recording   *p*
  ------ -------------- -------------------------------------- ------- ----------------------------------------- -------
  1      82 (1.1)       NA                                     NA      85 (1.0)                                  0.100
  2      86 (0.7)       87 (0.7)                               0.211   89 (1.0)                                  0.044

^a^Numbers in parenthesis represent SE. Student's *t* tests were used to generate *p* values.

In year 1, there were no significant differences between all students and those who consented to study participation, by either measure. In year 2, there were no significant differences between all students and those who provided access to written work, but there were significant differences between all students and those who agreed to be audio-recorded, on both measures. Thus, for the majority of data collected for the current study, we can assume results are representative of the class as a whole, but for the audio data collected in the second year, we cannot rule out the possibility that students were performing at a somewhat higher level than their peers.

### Data Collection.

Data consisted of audio recordings of groups discussing problem sets on worksheets during class, scanned copies of written responses on these worksheets, and copies of course exams and exam scores. Audio recordings provided an accurate picture of the process students used to solve problems during class. An additional benefit was that these recordings revealed many student thoughts, as individual students tended to think out loud or elaborate their thoughts when communicating with their group members. From the data set, we sampled four problem sets spanning the semester to transcribe and analyze. These problem sets were selected because they covered diverse topics in cell biology and represented a range of difficulty for students. This diversity of problem sets helps to ensure that findings could be generalized beyond the specific context of one worksheet and increases the overall number of instances examined. The selected problem set topics include ion channels and membrane potentials in cystic fibrosis, cell cycle control, receptor-tyrosine cell signaling in cancer cells, and development of therapeutic drugs to target *BRCA2*-deficient tumors. All problem sets are presented in the Supplemental Material; subsequent references to these problem sets will include the titles: Cystic Fibrosis, Cell Cycle, RTK Signaling, and *BRCA* Tumors, respectively. Any audio files that were too poor quality to transcribe or transcripts that appeared incomplete were omitted from the data set. Thus, only transcripts containing a full discussion of at least one data figure were included in data analysis (*n* = 55 transcripts from four problem sets over 2 yr).

### Analysis of Student Dialogue.

Owing to the exploratory nature of our study, we wanted to approach the audio transcripts with a relatively open mind. Thus, rather than selecting an existing theoretical framework or determining coding categories a priori, we decided to use a constant comparison method in which themes and eventually coding categories emerged from (and were grounded in) our data ([@B48]). Analysis began with open reading of transcripts from different groups on different problem sets to identify themes across the data set. All authors read and discussed what they noticed, with particular attention paid to ways that groups used the target model and any common strategies used or challenges faced as groups interpreted data figures. These observations were organized into three themes from which three coding schemes were developed: "productive model use" and "common strategies for interpreting data," which respond to our primary research questions and the "presence of argumentation" coding scheme, which emerged from the data. When we discovered "argumentation" as an emergent theme in our data, we used several previous studies to frame further analysis and refine our coding scheme ([@B4]; [@B15]; [@B3]). All coding schemes for this study can be found in Supplemental Material 3. Briefly, the productive model use coding scheme was developed to describe the different ways groups used the target model; a preliminary scheme was refined through application to 20% (*n* = 11) of transcripts. For the remaining transcripts (*n* = 44), two coders independently coded every data figure discussion (*n* = 104) for the incidence of at least one instance of "productive model use." If no "productive model use" occurred, then the data figure discussion was coded as "vague, unproductive model use," "missing a model link," or "too difficult to tell." The percent agreement between two coders was 75%. The "presence of argumentation" coding scheme determined whether transcripts (*n* = 55) included at least one instance of argumentation. Argumentation was defined as dialogue between at least two students engaged in building claims through evidence. Percent agreement was high (92%), for a random sample of 20% of the data (*n* = 13 transcripts). Therefore, the remainder of the data were coded by one researcher. The third coding scheme focused on common strategies groups used to interpret authentic data in this classroom setting and some common challenges. Two coders determined whether transcripts (*n* = 55) included at least one instance of each code. Percent agreement was 86%. All results (with the exception of presence of argumentation) are reported as the consensus between coders.

Finally, to demonstrate the extensive nature of student--student conversations recorded (relatively uninterrupted by whole-class instruction), we counted the number of speaker turns for a random selection of 14 transcripts. There were an average of 35 speaker turns per data figure and an average of three data figures per in-class activity (therefore, ∼105 speaker turns per recorded conversation).

### Analysis of Written Work.

Analysis for the scanned copies of groups' written responses to in-class problem sets was performed to measure quality of final written data interpretations. We developed a coding scheme (provided in Supplemental Material 3) dividing the quality of data interpretations into two components: validity (V) and generativeness (G). For validity (appropriate data claims supported by evidence in the data figure), we developed a list of two to three key points per data figure. Written responses were coded on a three-point scale for no key points present (level 1), at least one present (level 2), or all present (level 3). Generativeness (the degree to which the interpretation moved beyond a literal description of the figure) was coded on a four-point scale. Written responses were coded as level 1 if they were only descriptions of data that did not include an inference, level 2 if they included an inference tied to the immediate context of the figure, level 3 if they moved beyond the literal details depicted in the figure to include connections to biology and/or the target model, and level 4 if they were far-ranging enough to necessitate additional experimentation. Only problem set prompts that asked students explicitly to interpret the data and relate to the target model were coded. These question prompts were Cystic Fibrosis (questions 4--6), Cell Cycle (questions 1 and 3), RTK Signaling (questions 3 and 4), and *BRCA* Tumors (questions 3, 5, and 6). Agreement between two coders was 73% across the sample (133 responses from 21 different groups on four different problem sets). All results are reported as the consensus between coders.

RESULTS
=======

Measuring Data-Interpretation Quality
-------------------------------------

We measured the quality of students' written data interpretations in terms of validity and generativeness. Validity referred to whether or not students included ideas that could be reasonably concluded from the data provided. Generativeness referred to how well the interpretation expanded beyond what was immediately present in the data figure. We included generativeness because the ability to interpret data requires a level of inference beyond what can be literally seen and because scientists must use generative thinking when examining data to build new hypotheses and novel ideas. The two components, validity and generativeness, were treated independently, since one can be generative about invalid ideas or one can make valid points but make interpretations within a limited scope.

We scored 133 written responses, sampled from 21 different groups across four different in-class activities. Validity and generativeness were each scored on a three-point scale (as described in the *Methods* section). Scores are shown in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Percent and range of scores for written data responses^a^

               Level 1       Level 2        Level 3        Level 4
  ------------ ------------- -------------- -------------- ------------
  Generative   13% (0--29)   20% (0--40)    64% (43--84)   2% (0--15)
  Valid        13% (0--36)   49% (29--69)   38% (14--50)   NA

^a^*n* = 133 group responses across four in-class activities. Range is in parentheses.

The majority of the responses contained one or more valid conclusions (score of 2 or above). Of the responses containing all key points (score of 3), only 5% revealed nominal mistakes, such as an improper word use. Because we asked students to describe and interpret each data figure and relate it to the target model, we anticipated that it was possible for each group to receive at least a level 3 score for generativeness on any data figure. Indeed, scoring demonstrated that more than half of the student responses did include inferences about data that expanded beyond literal descriptions of figures to include ties to a biological context, typically that of the target model (level 3). In addition to the three primary levels, a very small number of responses included interpretations that expanded beyond the target model to include a hypothesis that would require additional experiments to test. Because we wanted to capture the full range of generative thinking that was possible in this task, we placed these responses in a separate, higher category, level 4.

To illustrate how we defined the levels of generativeness, we provide examples from students' written responses below. These examples are taken from our *BRCA* Tumors problem set, whose topic is cancer cell--specific therapy (see target model and data panel in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Example of a target model and data figure taken from the *BRCA* Tumors in-class problem set. Images were taken from a published research article ([@B8]; [@B21]); the explanatory box pointing to collapsed replication fork was added. Figure legends were written by the course instructor and were provided to students. The target model shows PARP protein repairing single-stranded breaks (SSB) in DNA, but if inhibited, the SSB can cause a collapsed replication fork, which includes a double-stranded break in DNA that BRCA2 protein repairs through homologous recombination. Therefore cancer cells that are *BRCA2*-deficient are sensitive to PARP inhibition. The data figure consists of two line graphs that show how cancer cells missing BRCA2 are more sensitive to PARP inhibitor drugs than wild-type cancer cells containing BRCA2; and this phenotype can be rescued to behave similar to wild type by complementing BRCA2.](ar17fig1){#F1}

Level 1 interpretation: "*A & B shows defect in the* BRCA2 *would have less chances to survive. A & B w/* BRCA2 *added back show the same pattern as wild-type* BRCA2. (Group 27)"

Level 2 interpretation: "*The data shows that cells with deficient* BRCA2 *treated with PARP inhibitors have a significantly lower surviving fraction than cells with wild-type* BRCA2 *added back. Also, cancer cells behave similarly to cells with complemented* BRCA2*, with the surviving fraction decreasing as the PARP inhibitor concentration rises. From this, we can infer that* BRCA2 *addition to* BRCA2*-deficient cells is sufficient to rescue the cell by increasing the surviving fraction in higher concentrations of PARP inhibitors.* (Group 29)"

Level 3 interpretation: "*Survival of* BRCA2 *mutants is exceptionally lower than wild-type cancer cells in the presence of small amounts of the PARP inhibitors. The cells cannot utilize the SSB* \[single-stranded breaks\] *repair pathway, and ultimately apoptose when homologous repair fails. [How it relates to the model:]{.ul} When PARP proteins are inhibited, the only available repair pathway is Homologous Recombination, which is absent in the* BRCA2 *mutants. When* BRCA2 *is added back, cells survive like wild-type cancer cells.* (Group 16)"

Group 27's response essentially describes the behavior of the lines in the graph. The students noticed that *BRCA2*-deficient cells "have less chances to survive" and that *BRCA2* complemented and wild-type cell lines have the "same pattern." Therefore, this group demonstrates its ability to read the graph but does not expand its observations into an inference. In contrast, Group 29 made the same observations that *BRCA2*-deficient cells "have a significantly lower surviving fraction" and that *BRCA2* complemented and wild-type cell lines "behave similarly." However, they expanded these observations into an inference that *BRCA2* is "sufficient to rescue" the cells, indicating that *BRCA2* is important for cell survival when PARP is inhibited. Finally, Group 16 observed the same pattern that *BRCA2*-deficient cells (which they call "*BRCA* mutants") have "exceptionally lower" survival and that *BRCA2*-complemented cells "survive like wild type." However, this group's inference is tied into the biology from the target model. Group 16 conceptualizes that PARP inhibitors are causing single-stranded breaks (SSBs) in the cells and mentions the biological consequence that when *BRCA2* is absent, homologous repair of the DNA fails. This group uses words directly from the target model ("SSB repair," "homologous repair") that are not immediately present in the data figure to expand the scope of their data interpretation; thereby providing a biological mechanism that is not present in the data figure.

How Student Groups Used the Target Model
----------------------------------------

Our second research question focused on understanding whether and how the target models we provided may have served as an instructional tool for students. We first examined transcripts from different groups working on diverse in-class activities using the open question: How are students using the target model? Through this analysis, we identified three primary ways in which the students used the target model ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Different forms of model use observed during small-group discussions. Students used models productively in three primary ways, shown in A--C, while interpreting data during in-class problem-solving sessions.](ar17fig2){#F2}

In the first form ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), students focused on data to make and refine claims until a consensus was reached, and then they related that claim to the target model, sometimes explicitly reacting to the activity prompt "relate to the model." Relating to the claim meant expanding the data inference with biology directly from the target model; this included adding greater mechanistic detail or defining a biological role, such as "this is why cancer cells survive" or "this is why cancer cells die with this drug treatment." To illustrate, the group quoted below was working on the RTK Signaling problem set, exploring *BRAF* as an oncogene ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The group discussed the bar graph shown and the target model ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The excerpt begins at a point where a claim has been made about the graph showing how various *BRAF* mutants have higher levels of MEK activation compared with wild-type *BRAF*. Before this excerpt, the group discussed the experiment: "*S1: In here, it says MEK activation is what it is, so I would say that, um, basically it's showing that the mutant versions of* BRAF *have higher, are, um, able to increase MEK activation, or have, like, a higher MEK activation than, um, just wild-type* BRAF.S2: What is the MEK activation leading to? Oh, it increases proliferation.S1: What?S2: So then the MEK increases proliferation and can cause it to be cancerous. Right here, that's where I'm getting it from, the MEK proliferation and survival(Group 1, RTK Signaling)"

![Examples taken from the RTK Signaling in-class problem set. Target model image was taken from a review article ([@B30]); data images were taken from a published research article ([@B13]). Figure legends were written by the course instructor and were provided to students. The target model on the problem set shows the normal signaling cascade of RAS→BRAF→MEK→ERK compared with a *BRAF* mutant that activates its downstream effectors independent of its upstream activator, RAS, thereby promoting cell proliferation and survival. Data Table 1 demonstrates the high incidence of certain mutations in *BRAF* in melanoma tissue samples. The bar graph in Data Figure 1 shows higher bars (indicating activation of MEK) for certain *BRAF* mutants listed on the *x*-axis. The Western blot in "Data Figure 2" is measuring the change in ERK phosphorylation with and without the presence of a constitutively active RAS and with the addition of various mutant forms of BRAF. The data figure demonstrates how the RTK signaling cascade can be short-circuited with a mutant BRAF activating its downstream effectors (MEK and ERK) in the absence of upstream RAS signaling.](ar17fig3){#F3}

S1 correctly infers from the bar graph that *BRAF* mutants tend to induce higher levels of MEK activation. Without additional information or knowledge about the biological mechanism, this is as far as the interpretation may go. Instead, S2 refers to the target model to broaden the claim to include the biological role or significance of increased MEK activation, that is, the role of mutant *BRAF* in promoting cell proliferation and survival, which are associated with cancer. In this case, S2's question, "What is the MEK activation leading to?," prompted the group to use the target model to relate the group's claim to a biological context. In other cases, students read aloud the activity prompt "How do these data support the model?," which seemed to guide them to expand their claim.

In the second form of model use, students used ideas from the target model while making sense of data figures ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In these cases, biological ideas, often from the target model, were woven through the dialogue in which students formed interpretations of data figures. Because using models and interpreting data are highly integrated cognitive processes for scientists, student groups using this form appeared to be working at a higher level. We illustrate with an example from a group on the *BRCA* Tumor problem set discussing the line graph, shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. For ease, ideas that are exclusive to the line graph are highlighted in bold, while ideas exclusive to the target model are underlined: "*S3: What I can see is that* ***if you increase the concentration, survival goes down more and more***.*S1: Well* BRCA2, *when you have a deficient* BRCA2 *it stops the, no. [When you don't have]{.ul}* [BRCA2, *you don't have proper homologous recombination*]{.ul}*. So if BRCA2 is there then it doesn't inhibit that? So wild-type BRCA in this case will facilitate homologous repair*S4: Not facilitate it, it just doesn't inhibit.*S1: No, [well]{.ul}* [BRCA2 *is an important part of the homologous recombination. Without it, it doesn't go. So basically wild type will fix double-stranded breaks. So that's the function of* BRCA2]{.ul}.\[...\]S1: **So the black ones are the ones without BRCA2, and then the open circles are wild-type, so you see it has survivability, same here. Increasing PARP inhibitor**, [meaning the more single-stranded breaks we create]{.ul}, **the more it dies**, right?S4: I'm sorry?*S1: **The more you increase the PARP inhibitors**, [the more single-stranded breaks]{.ul}, **the more you die. Survival goes down***.(Group 21, *BRCA* Tumors)"

The students in this group are noticing data patterns, such as how higher concentrations of the PARP inhibitor drug correspond to lower levels of cell survival. These data patterns are given biological significance using ideas from the target model. For example, since the PARP protein repairs single-stranded breaks, S1 reasons that, in the line graph, increasing a PARP inhibitor drug means "the more single-stranded breaks we create." Additionally, in the line graph, the wild-type cells containing BRCA2 display "survivability," and S1 pairs this with the idea that BRCA2 "will fix double-stranded breaks." Therefore, student groups conceptualize what BRCA2 and PARP proteins are doing in the cells by working at the interface between model and data.

In addition, integrated model use was sometimes used by one group member to add support to a potential data interpretation being considered by the group. To illustrate, we provide a second example from Group 21 as group members continue to work on the *BRCA* Tumors problem set. The quoted text begins during the students' discussion of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, which shows cell survival rates with various combinations of short interfering RNA (siRNA)-induced knockdowns of the *BRCA2*, *PARP1*, or *PARP2* genes. Ideas from the data figure are highlighted in bold and ideas exclusive to the target model are underlined: "S2: **So that just shows that this alone can significantly increase the survival rate of the cell**.S1: Which one?S2: **Just this one, see, compared to this one, which has both of them**.S1: **Well this one doesn't have that and it's high**.S2: Yeah, so then, wait no, wait. You're right. I don't know then, \[crap\]. I'm confusedS1: **It's because PARP1 is pretty \[dang\] important. But then you don't have any PARP1 and you're fine because you have BRCA2**.S2: **But you have this one, are you talking about this one?**S1: [Well I mean, it shows that like there's two different pathways to fix these breaks and keep the cell alive and it's BRCA2 and PARP1. PARP1 is the one that fixes single-stranded breaks and BRCA2 is the one that fixes this step right here]{.ul}.S2: **Alright, but if you, so if you see these three, each of them is very high, so**...S1: That's because only one is missing, so they can each save each other. So we're missing this, but PARP1 can do that job. We're missing this but BRCA2 can do that job. But this one we're missing, I don't get why that one's perfect though. I guess PARP1 is sufficient enough to do it all by itself.(Group 21, *BRCA* Tumors)"

In the first line, S2 poses a potential interpretation of the data figure. S1 immediately challenges this idea, eventually leaving S2 unable to respond and confused. S1 then attempts to pose a new potential data interpretation, suggesting that BRCA2 is a backup DNA repair mechanism when PARP1 is missing. S2 attempts to challenge or clarify S1's suggestion by pointing to the data figure. S1 immediately refers to the target model as support for his interpretation. Finally, the discussion turns back to the data figure with insinuations from the target model integrated within, such as how BRCA2 and PARP1 "can save each other." Thus, integrated model use was not only used by students to make sense of data figures during interpretation but in a few cases as a means to convince group members of the validity of potential interpretations.

The last form of model use involved using the target model as an explanation tool ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In some cases, students used the target model to better understand the experimental setup for a particular data figure. For example, the student below begins to read the figure legend for the MEK activation bar graph figure on the RTK Signaling problem set ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and refers to ideas in the target model to help conceptualize the experiment before attacking the data figures: "*S1: Isolated and combined with additional proteins in vitro. MEK was then measured* \[reading from figure legend\]*, which is the protein, the phosphorylated protein one step down in the pathway* \[from model\]*. Okay. RAF ... So.*(Group 13, RTK Signaling)"

S1 applies information from the target model to mentally orient the MEK protein's place in the pathway, whose activity is being measured and represented in the *y*-axis. Thus, the target model was used by this student to make sense of what the data figures might show before developing any data claims. We also found the target model was used by TAs, instructors, and group members as an explanatory teaching resource when students had questions about the biological phenomenon being studied. In all, the target model was used by the groups in various ways to help develop and biologically situate data interpretations. However, we did identify a few cases in which students had model-based reasoning errors with the target model and in some instances misinterpretation of the model hampered understanding of problem sets.

To provide more information about how often the model was used in these productive ways, we performed coding analysis in which we examined discussions of individual data figures. This analysis included 55 transcripts from 23 groups over four different in-class problem sets. We found that 59% of total figures discussed to completion (*n* = 104) contained at least one productive use of the target model ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Discussions marked with this code fell into one of the three productive forms of model use shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. In discussions that were not coded as "productive model use," students either failed to mention the target model or were unable to form a coherent link between the data and the target model. In a small number of cases, it was too difficult for coders to determine from the available dialogue whether the target model was being used productively. Overall, coding analysis revealed that, although prompting students to relate interpretations to the target model at the end of each data figure generally encouraged groups to successfully enhance their interpretations, it was not sufficient to cause students to form explicit biological connections in every case.

###### 

Frequency of qualitative coding categories within transcripts^a^

  Category                  Frequency (%)
  ------------------------- ---------------
  Productive^b^ model use   59
  Argumentation             82
  Decoding                  89
  Noticing patterns         98
  Rabbit hole               20
  Rabbit hole aversion      5

^a^*n* = 55 transcripts coded at whole transcript level with the exception of "productive model use," which was coded for the discussion of each individual data figure.

^b^*n* = 44 transcripts; 104 data figures.

Common Strategies and Challenges for Data Interpretation in Group Settings
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Argumentation: Students Spontaneously Used Argumentation as a Sense-Making Tool to Interpret Data Collaboratively.

An interpretation of data can be thought of as one's argument for what the data mean or signify. Hence, tasking students to arrive at a data interpretation in a group setting creates an opportunity for students to build arguments for what data may mean. Indeed, one of the strategies to emerge from analysis of the in-class dialogue was argumentation. We defined argumentation as at least two students engaged in building claims or inferences about data figures and providing direct evidence from the data figures to support those claims. Argumentation was common despite the lack of explicit prompting from the instructor, occurring at least once in 82% of coded transcripts (*n* = 55; [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

Argumentation dialogue in this setting was surprisingly collaborative. Students often engaged in sense-making dialogue, co-constructing claims and arguments collectively. For example, if a student posed a claim, another student might spontaneously offer evidence as backing so that at the *group* level, the argument had support. To illustrate, Group 16 below is discussing a data table that lists various clinical tumors found to contain mutations in the *BRAF* gene, with a majority occurring in melanoma tumors (see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}): "*S2: Mutations in* BRAF *are associated with the incidence of skin cancer, or melanoma.* \[INITIAL CLAIM\]S1: You can also get colorectal or ovarian, but you are right, skin cancer dominates.*S3: Yeah, you have 80 and 67 then you have 12 and 14* \[percent\]. \[EVIDENCE\]*S2: Melanoma dominates as the primary tumor for* these BRAF *mutations, however.* \[CLAIM\]\[...\]*S1: These are both melanoma, the first 2. So you see really large percentages there.* \[EVIDENCE\]*S2: So in other words, mutations in* BRAF *pretty much are gonna* \[inaudible\] *melanoma cancers.*S4: Melanoma?S2: Yeah.*S3: You have higher incidence of mutated* BRAF *than, in skin cancer, than in other cancers.* \[FINAL CLAIM\](Group 16, RTK Signaling)"

The group co-constructs the argument that *BRAF* mutations are primarily found in melanoma tumors (claim) because a larger percent of melanoma tumors compared with other tumors contain a *BRAF* mutation (evidence). S2 and S1 propose the claim; S3 offers the specific evidence to back it up. The claim evolves, subtly, through the dialogue. Where the initial claim only captures the simple relationship that *BRAF* is associated with melanoma, the final claim considers other variables in a comparative relationship in which *BRAF* is *more* common in melanoma *than* the other cancers.

We also found that sometimes when students spontaneously offered evidence to the previously mentioned claim, they found the evidence was not supportive and instead contradicted the claim. The newly revealed evidence either led to a claim refinement or the original claim had to be justified in some way. To illustrate, Group 6 below makes a claim refinement in light of new evidence offered by S2. Group 6 is discussing the data from a Western blot experiment from the RTK Signaling problem set (see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}): "*S1: Oh. Okay, so that makes sense then, because only if it's phosphorylated do you get the antibody that shows up. So it means that when you have the mutant form of RAS, you are getting a band in the positive lanes because it is always being phosphorylated. Do we agree with that?* \[INITIAL CLAIM, WITH EVIDENCE\]*S2: But in some of the mutants, you are getting bands in the negative lanes too.* \[EVIDENCE\]*S3: So, like, here and here, those two mutants have bands in the minus parts showing that the mutant form of RAF is constitutively active.* \[REFINED CLAIM, WITH EVIDENCE\]S2: Independent of RAS.*S3: Independent of RAS, so it doesn't need a signal from RAS to be active.* \[REFINED CLAIM\]*S1: Oh, I see what you're saying. Wait, can you say that again*, \[name omitted\]*?S2: It means it's* \[mutant BRAF\] *active without the RAS doing anything to it.* \[FINAL CLAIM\](Group 6, RTK Signaling)"

In this case, S1 makes an initial claim with evidence, S2 checks that claim against the evidence, and S3 refines that claim in light of the new evidence. Together S2 and S3 add to the argument to enhance its quality, thereby arriving at a final valid data interpretation.

In the aforementioned examples, instead of forming individual back-and-forth arguments, the groups worked collaboratively to co-construct arguments that ultimately became the final data interpretation, which we view as sense-making argumentation. Occasionally, argumentation took a persuasive form in which a student provided a claim with evidence that was countered by another student with a different claim with evidence (∼5--7 times less often than the sense-making form). For example, Group 17 is discussing data from the *BRCA* Tumors problem set ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), debating which PARP inhibitor drug is more effective at killing cancer cells: "*S1: This one's more effective, I mean NU's more effective.* \[INITIAL CLAIM\]*S3: I think AG is more effective, because if you look at that really steep curve, if you have this one ...* \[counterARGUMENT because CLAIM with EVIDENCE\]S1: This one?S3: Yeah, if you look at that line.*S1: But I feel like this one's more steep, right? I feel like this is more gradual than this one.* \[counterARGUMENT because CLAIM with EVIDENCE\]*S3: I think you also have to look at the concentrations, 'cause this one's in micro and this one's in millimoles.* \[EVIDENCE supporting own argument earlier\]S1: Oh.\[...\]*S3: Yes, so this in micromoles, a little bit would be enough to kill all of them. And this one in millimoles ...* \[CLAIM\]\[...\]*S1: And it should be somewhere around here, right? So this curve, so this is more effective then.* \[FINAL CLAIM\]S3: Yeah, I would think so.(Group 17, *BRCA* Tumors)"

In contrast to the previous examples, the argumentation in this example takes a persuasive form, which is highlighted by three main differences. First, the arguments in this example are not co-constructed, because each speaker offers a complete argument (claim and evidence). Second, two competing arguments are in discussion, so that any further evidence offered by group members is aimed to support one argument over the other. By contrast, in the sense-making form, one argument is discussed so that any further evidence offered either supports or contradicts it. Third, in persuasive argumentation, the final claim arises from the argument that "out-competes" the other argument. In the sense-making strategy, the final claim arises through group refinement of the initial claim.

Thus argumentation in this authentic biological data--interpretation classroom setting was primarily sense-making rather than persuasive ([@B3]), because group members rarely used evidence in an attempt to convince the group of their *individual* claims but rather offered evidence to support or contradict the groups' working claim. However, in both of these forms, the argumentation is dialogical, because multiple claims or evidences or arguments are considered until an agreement is reached as a group. By contrast, we did find didactic situations of argumentation in group contexts in which a leader voice would guide the rest of the students in a teaching manner, but this was quite uncommon (roughly 10% of discussions).

### Decoding Data Representations: "Dude I can't even read these graphs, I don't know what the triangles mean."---Students Worked Together to Make Meaning of Symbols and Graphs.

Data representations are embedded with meaningful symbols, numbers, lines, and so on. As the student quote above suggests, to interpret a data figure, one must decode the meaning of these representational features. Indeed, most transcripts contained at least one instance of students stating or questioning aloud what markers, numbers, symbols, or codes meant in the data figure ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). To illustrate, Group 6 below discusses a data figure on the RTK Signaling problem set shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (the Western blot): "S1: Like, what are these ...S2: These are different types of mutants of the RAF. So they either added wild-type RAF or various mutant forms of RAF.S1: Oh, okay.S2: And I guess this plus means that it is \[a\] constitutively active thing and the minus means it doesn't?S3: It does mean that or minus doesn't mean mutation, does it?S2: Cause it's like each RAS here ...S3: Okay, so plus means it does have it.S2: Yeah.S3: Okay.(Group 6, RTK Signaling)"

S1 questions what the different codes arranged at the top of the Western blot display mean, and S2 immediately responds that they represent the different *BRAF* mutants. Likewise, S2 and S3 work together to establish that the pluses and minuses signify addition or absence of constitutively active RAS to the cells. We found students routinely relied on their group as a resource to decode the data figures as opposed to individual processing, despite the presence of that information in the simplified legend on the problem set (see Supplemental Material 1 for the complete problem set). It was also typical for students to ask and answer their own decoding questions out loud in their group. There was not any case in which the data-interpretation process became stalled at the decoding stage; however, groups did vary in the amount of time spent decoding figures, and they encountered varying degrees of hindrance, including in some cases incorrect decoding. If students did reach a point where they could not decode the figure, they sought out and received instructor/TA help. Finally, decoding did not necessarily have to occur *before* the claim-building dialogue. We often found decoding dialogue happened concurrently with claim building, showing that the data-interpretation process did not follow a rigid, linear progression.

### Finding Patterns: Students Used Patterns in Data to Build Interpretations.

One of the most difficult aspects of data interpretation is assigning meaning to the patterns in the data, as exemplified in the following student quote: "All I said is that one decreases, that one stays, and then this one, like, it's the same thing as these two overlapped. That one stays and that one decreases, but I don't know why."

Student groups very aptly noticed and explicitly pointed out patterns in the data figures, almost all containing at least one instance of pattern noticing ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). These instances included remarking on differences between variables in the data figure, such as if something is darker, lighter, shorter, longer, wider, higher, lower, increasing, decreasing, and so on. However, as exemplified in the student quote above, making claims or arguments for "why" the data behave the way they do can be more difficult. Just as group members collaboratively constructed claims and arguments about data figures, we also found the majority of pattern noticing occurred at the group level. Of the 98% of transcripts containing an instance of pattern noticing, 78% contained instances of students explicitly pointing out patterns within the group until a claim or argument was *subsequently* developed ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Student dialogue during pattern noticing took two primary forms. Most commonly, students within the group described data patterns before making claims about the meaning of the data figure. Less commonly, data patterns were described during claim building. In both forms, patterns within data figures would then be used as evidence to support the claim.](ar17fig4){#F4}

In the remaining 20% of transcripts, students referred to patterns only *within* the claim-building dialogue. In other words, groups in this minority either noticed patterns individually before posing interpretive claims or simultaneously made claims while noticing patterns. We infer from these findings that, in most cases, group members were helping each other determine which patterns to focus on before using those patterns to form conclusions about the data.

### Falling Down the Rabbit Hole: When Pattern Hunting Goes Wrong.

Authentic data representations are littered with extraneous variables or patterns, and we found that student groups typically were able to sift through these features. However, in some cases, students drew inappropriate comparisons or focused on irrelevant patterns. Unless rectified, students may build invalid claims based on the distracting pattern, become lost and frustrated, and ultimately spend limited classroom time on an unfruitful path. When students in a group focused their attention too long on a distracting pattern or aspect of the data representation, we called this a "rabbit hole." We defined a rabbit hole as 10 or more speaker turns on the distraction. To put this number in context, there are an average of 35 speaker turns per data figure. Thus, for a discussion to be coded as a rabbit hole, a group had to spend close to a third of its figure discussion time on a distracting pattern. Falling down rabbit holes was uncommon relative to other behaviors we coded ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

To illustrate a rabbit hole, we provide an example from a group discussing the ERK phosphorylation Western blot that is shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. To arrive at the relevant conclusion (mutations within the *BRAF* gene lead to a constitutively active form of the BRAF protein that induces signaling independent from upstream factor RAS), one must focus on the fact that some of the *BRAF* mutants (G468A and V599E) have phosphorylated ERK (ERK1/2) in both the plus and minus RAS lanes compared with wild-type BRAF, which has phosphorylated ERK only in the plus RAS lane. A potentially distracting variable in this figure is the subtle differences between ERK1 and ERK 2 (two very similar protein kinases). Here, one group focuses on these differences: "S2: How is ERK1 and ERK2 different though? Like in this pathway, like?S3: What are the differences?*S2: Are they both like the orange things?* \[reference to target model\]S3: Isn't ERK1, like, in one pathway and ERK2 goes in another pathway?S2: That's what I was thinking, but it really doesn't seem like ERK on the left is phosphorylated and it says both are ...S3: Yeah, I don't know where we see ERK1 and ERK2, where they are at, like, separately.S2: Yeah, I don't know, that's what I am saying.S1: Yeah, I don't get it. I don't know the difference between ERK1 and ERK2.S2: I don't know how that makes a difference here.(Group 16, RTK Signaling)"

It is not necessarily detrimental to focus on irrelevant patterns during data interpretation, but eventually one needs to notice the appropriate pattern to make a relevant, valid data interpretation. The time spent on distracting patterns was more costly for some groups than others. For example, we found some groups eventually focused on the relevant pattern and made valid interpretations. However, other groups became lost and frustrated, which led to either seeking instructor help or running out of classroom time.

Fortunately, we found the group setting sometimes did offer the opportunity for members to redirect attention away from a rabbit hole. For example, the following discussion is focused on the same distracting variable in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} as was discussed above: "S1: Um ... So I don't get, though, like, what is the difference between ERK1 and ERK2?S2: I think it's just different forms of this kinase, like, they're different kinds of this kinase.S1: Right. But I mean, like ... is ERK2 in this pathway or, I mean, what is the ...S2: I think there's just multiple ERKs, like, just, don't worry about it. Like MEK phosphorylates ERK when there's more than one, like ... types 1 and 2 ... I think.(Group 5, RTK Signaling)"

S1 from Group 5 begins to focus on ERK2 and even attempts to uncover significance for it in "this pathway," but S2 redirects the attention away from the ERK1/2 distraction. The rationale that S2 gives briefly involves recentering on the purpose of the model, or the signaling cascade where "MEK phosphorylates ERK." Hence, for S2, the different types of ERKs did not matter for the purpose of this data figure. We coded this type of explicit redirection of a student who was focused on a distracting variable as a "rabbit hole aversion" (RHA). These explicit instances were rare ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). In other instances that were not included in this coding category, RHA occurred more subtly from students listing different patterns (relevant and irrelevant) and eventually settling on a relevant pattern for data interpretation.

In summary, we found that, in order for students to interpret data in our classroom setting, they decode the data representation, notice patterns in the data, and assign meaning to the patterns through cycles of argumentation. Argumentation was prevalent and primarily took the form of sense-making. All of the strategies for data interpretation that we identified relied to a large extent on collaboration between group members, suggesting that learning authentic data interpretation is a complex cognitive task that benefits from group interactions.

DISCUSSION
==========

Data interpretation is a complex skill that should not be ignored in undergraduate biology course work. We propose that engaging with scientific data should be integrated in some way within all undergraduate biology courses, not only specialized electives. We propose an instructional design for integrating interpretation of authentic data with key ideas in cell biology through the use of models (TRIM). The intent of the design is to allow students not only to practice scientific skills but also to provide the potential for students to gain a deeper understanding of concepts by tying those concepts to experiments. Our design is relatively simple and can be used to make changes within courses focused on other content topics. We have demonstrated that students working in groups within a large-enrollment course can make valid and generative data interpretations that directly tie to conceptual ideas within the course. By carefully analyzing students' data interpretations as well as *how* they made these interpretations through group dialogue, we have uncovered several important features of the process of student reasoning in this domain. First, we demonstrated that models can be used by students to help students connect the patterns they observe in data figures to a broader biological context, much in the same way that scientists use models as a framework for experimentation and other forms of data analysis. Second, we showed several ways that peers serve as a rich resource for data interpretation in a group setting, in particular through the scientific process of argumentation. Third, we revealed some of the different ways that students approach the symbols, patterns, and trends within data figures and how group interactions impact this process.

Challenges of Working with Authentic Data in the Classroom
----------------------------------------------------------

In examining how students interpreted authentic data, we uncovered several challenges they faced in this task. The first challenge was decoding symbolic features within data representations. Scientists not only use complex reasoning, but also have complex practices of communication ([@B20]). Such practices of communication include conventional representations for reporting on domain-specific experimental results. Knowing these conventions enables scientists to more easily decode and interpret data representations that are not their own. Given the complexity of scientific representations, we were not surprised that reading figures posed a challenge for undergraduate students, but we were surprised at the extent to which students relied on group conversation (as opposed to individual processing) to decipher the symbols and numbers within each figure. We did not find students, within the group setting, unable to move beyond initial decoding of figures, indicating that this task is difficult but not insurmountable. Part of learning to interpret data representations includes practice with the standard forms of representations ([@B20]). Our data suggest that instructors should consider explicit discussions of the affordances of particular representational forms, especially those that are conventional in the field being explored in a course. Further, our data strongly suggest the potential for students to support each other in learning to decode figures through collaboration, underscoring the importance of giving students time to work through authentic data in small groups.

Another challenge that students faced when interpreting authentic data was determining which patterns were important. In some cases, students tried to give meaning to noticeable, distracting features that would probably be ignored by an expert (e.g., incomplete siRNA knockdown or band smudging on Western blots). As experts, scientists approach problems or data with a different lens than beginners ([@B11]). Undergraduates are still novice experimenters, especially with regard to domain-specific experiments, and some do not have access to authentic undergraduate laboratory research experiences. If students focus on distracting variables, limited classroom time may be wasted; fortunately, we found that this challenge occurred in less than one quarter of the transcripts we analyzed. At the group level, students seemed to work together to identify which features or patterns to pay attention to, sometimes explicitly discouraging fellow group members from focusing on potentially distracting variables. The approach most groups took to data interpretation was collaborative noticing of patterns, followed by building of claims with relatively little time spent on discussing experimental technique in most cases. This approach may have been influenced by our instructional design. Compared with other designs ([@B22]), our approach placed less emphasis on the details of experimental techniques and asked students to draw their own conclusions from data fairly rapidly. Some basic experimental techniques were discussed in class and in assigned readings, but the emphasis during in-class activities was on drawing biological relevant conclusions from data rather than on preparing students to understand how to conduct experiments in a lab. Despite this lack of emphasis on experimental technique, we observed that students were often able to construct valid, generative data interpretations in this setting. This observation is not necessarily consistent with the existing literature on how experts approach interpretation of novel data figures ([@B5]). We suggest that more research is needed to follow up on this preliminary observation in more detail.

There is much complexity in working with authentic data and the multivariable causal models that are predominant in MCB. It must be acknowledged that a student's ability to understand target models (which includes their representational competence; [@B14]) is essential to his or her ability to fully succeed on TRIM data sets. An important aspect of instruction was instructor discussion of target models and student interaction with target models before and after students engaged in data-interpretation activities. Instructors cannot assume that providing students with our problem sets or similar will result in productive data interpretation or learning without appropriate context. While most of the written interpretations produced by student groups in our study were at least partially valid, fewer than half contained all of the relevant points that might be reasonably concluded from a figure, despite our attempts to provide appropriate instructional context. Further, while most of these written interpretations were connected to a broader biological context, ∼30% were not. Corroborating this, our analysis of student dialogue revealed that, while students productively used models to aid data interpretation in the majority of cases, sometimes they were unable to understand how a particular figure related to a given model. Though causal complexity is difficult to capture in our coding scheme, we did qualitatively observe that it was sometimes a challenge for students. This could be in the form of an experiment with multiple variables or a model with a complex series of causal links. These findings are reminiscent of studies demonstrating K--12 students' difficulty in learning control-of-variables strategies ([@B10]) and in navigating multivariable contexts ([@B27]). Our data suggest that, at the upper-division undergraduate level, almost all students understand the idea of controlling variables, but complex, multivariable data and models can still pose a challenge. Most students in this setting rose to the challenge of interpreting data patterns in complex, multivariable contexts. However, instructors should be aware of the cognitive demands of such tasks and be sure to provide students with adequate instructional time to process such data and routinely assess comprehension, providing support or adjusting tasks when needed.

Students Collaboratively Building Data Interpretations through Argumentation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Argumentation is an important disciplinary practice that has been the emphasis of much instructional reform ([@B19]; [@B2]; [@B49]). Here, we demonstrate that argumentation *spontaneously* occurred within small groups in our instructional setting. This is a surprising outcome, because our instructional design did not provide any explicit scaffold to elicit argumentation, and supporting argumentation was not deliberately planned by the instructional team. Within K--12 educational research, where argumentation has been most thoroughly studied, it is generally accepted that supporting argumentation in classrooms requires instructional support in the form of intentional norms of conversation or written tasks that explicitly scaffold argument ([@B19]; [@B42]). By investigating undergraduate dialogue, our study provides a window into the forms of scientific dialogue that students use to interpret data. Our findings relate to work by Knight and colleagues, who explored undergraduate student dialogue in small-group settings ([@B25]). Their study also showed students exchanging evidence-based reasoning during group discussion of clicker questions.

A key difference between the student dialogue in our study and others investigating argumentation among undergraduate biology students was that the dialogical argumentation in our context was predominantly sense-making over persuasive. In contrast, the clicker discussions previously described included many disagreements between student ideas, with each giving conflicting reasoning to support his or her claims ([@B25]). It is the nature of clicker questions that there is often one right answer from a given set of multiple choices, which may have encouraged persuasive arguments to form more readily. Furthermore, the clicker discussions took place after students had initially voted individually, which allowed students to form ideas before engaging in peer discussion. A feature of our instructional design was for students to encounter the data figures for the first time together, which may have promoted more sense-making over persuasive argumentation. Another feature of our instructional design that we believe fostered argumentation was that students were required to reach consensus in order to submit a single problem set per group. While one could postulate that this would encourage frequent persuasive argumentation, our analysis suggests that this was not the case. Instead, we found that the backing of claims with evidence often took place at the group level. For example, if a student posed a claim, another student would spontaneously offer evidence to confirm or alter that claim.

[@B3] described three goals of argumentation---sense-making, articulation, and persuasion---with the idea that they build on and support one another. We suggest that the extent to which different features of argumentation will be present is heavily influenced by the nature of the task, though individual group dynamics will certainly play a role regardless of task design. In this study, we show that students engaged in argumentation, primarily in the form of sense-making, without the oppositional prompts or teacher direction that have been often used in K--12 classrooms ([@B42]). Instead, we demonstrate that, within an undergraduate curriculum designed to engage students in model-based data interpretation, argumentation emerged naturally. Others have suggested the interdependence of scientific practices; for example, [@B46] used the practice framework to illustrate various ways that using models and data to explain natural phenomena in a classroom could elicit argumentation. Our findings provide an example of an instructional setting in which model use, argumentation, and data interpretation all occurred. Within our analysis, we found a few examples that suggest potential interaction between these practices. Most often students used target models to confirm or expand evidence-backed claims that were constructed through argumentation around data figures. In these cases, models provided a biological context in which students could make sense of data patterns either after or during examination of data figures. Less commonly, students seemed to use the target model itself as further evidence to support their claims about the validity of a potential data interpretation. While our data suggest the possibility of coordinated model use, argumentation, and data interpretation, a complete analysis along these lines is beyond the scope of the current paper. We suggest that further study is needed in this area.

Connecting Data Interpretations to Biology through Models
---------------------------------------------------------

Though modeling has long been proposed as an important practice in science classrooms ([@B43]; [@B31]), there has been a recent surge of interest in this instructional approach. Several groups have significantly advanced our understanding of how models may be used in the classroom ([@B32]; [@B61]; [@B44]; [@B50]), and modeling has been included as a disciplinary practice in the NGSS. Within the undergraduate biology community, significant discussions about the use of models have also begun, for example, Dauer and coworkers have proposed using box-and-arrow models as a way for students to represent their developing understanding of evolution and variation in a classroom setting ([@B12]), and [@B53] have evaluated a program that engaged a small group of undergraduates in researching mathematical models of biological data. It should be noted that the term "model" here can be used to mean quite different things: in the case of Dauer and coworkers, conceptual models that students use to represent their own developing understanding; in the case of Svoboda and Passmore, mathematical models of data sets developed by students to explain biological phenomena. The target models used in our study were in some ways similar to those from the Svoboda and Passmore study in that they were designed to explain biological phenomena and map to experimental data. However, target models in our study differed in that they were not mathematical or student generated.

Much interest in modeling begs the question: Why have so many decided that models hold such potential for science education? Modeling is an integral component of how scientists conduct research. Models act as mental organizers for the accumulating data-based conclusions researchers have made and help scientists make sense of new data. Thus, models are the frame of reference for conducting scientific research, making the use of models a key practice for students to understand or engage in. Additionally, mental models, and external representations of these models, provide the space for generative reasoning, a place to mentally animate the spatial, temporal, and causal features that are the basis for understanding the mechanisms investigated in our field ([@B16]; [@B40]). In our case, the goal of instruction was to integrate biological content with the scientific practice of data interpretation. We found that the two actually support each other: models provided a useful thinking tool for the complex task of data interpretation while simultaneously providing a pictorial representation of the set of biological ideas we wished to convey. Similarly, we aimed to help students understand that textbook diagrams represent hypotheses that have been derived through interpretation of experimental evidence.

Our investigation revealed that productive use of models by students took three main forms. First, students used the target model to expand the interpretive claims they had already formed about what might be inferred from a particular data figure. Often, this behavior seemed to be guided by the task prompt to "relate to the model." Second, some groups of students used ideas from the target model throughout the data-interpretation process, seemingly using the biological content of the model to make sense of the data figure in a relatively integrated manner. Finally, the target model provided a readily available resource for reviewing or discussing potentially confusing biological ideas or features of the experimental design.

We did find cases in which students in our study spontaneously generated hypotheses related to target models, although these occurrences were relatively rare. We found more of these "highly generative" written interpretations in the context of one of the four problem sets we investigated. We speculate that this generative reasoning may have been prompted by the fact that some of the data presented an idea that could not be fully explained by what was represented in the target model. The in-class tasks that were the focus of this study asked students to interpret data figures and explain how those interpretations related to a provided model. Some other activities in the course, not examined in the research study, asked students to expand models to accommodate new data, compare competing models, or determine that a data figure did not support a model. We suspect that, through these types of activities, models might provide an even greater support for students' generative reasoning.

Finally, we conclude with the suggestion that viewing "data interpretation" as a stand-alone set of skills is no more productive than teaching biology as a series of "isolated facts to be memorized." When students are asked to examine how real data are used to explain, refine, or build models of key biological concepts, the facts and the skills take on meaning as a cohesive unit. Thus, we hope that more instructors, including those of large-enrollment courses, can begin to view the inclusion of data interpretation within their curricula as a feature that will strengthen students' understanding of key biological ideas rather than an additional set of skills for students to learn that will take time away from the content instructors wish to cover.
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